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🏆 BEST TRUCK ACCESSORIES TO BUY IN 2023 – COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW AND FAQ.
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Trucks and Cars are built to serve our needs, but sometimes, we want to enhance their appearance and capabilities. There is always a desire to personalize our rides and buy auto and truck accessories. Consumers have progressed from bumper stickers to Wheel Well Lights, truck tailgate assists, or even storage bins. There is now a multi-billion industry for aftermarket auto and truck accessories. Buying a Chevy Avalanche Tent, Avalanche Bed Covers, Infiniti QX56 accessories, a tailgate assist, or even chrome accessories for trucks is easy. All these can make truck life near effortless and brighter.
OUR RECOMMENDED PICKUP TRUCK BED COVERS ACCESSORIES
	#	Preview	Product	Rating	Price	
	1	  [image: Nilight 3PCS 60 Inch Bed Light Strip 270 LED with On/Off Switch Blade Fuse Splitter Extension Cable for Cargo Pickup Truck SUV RV Boat,2 Years Warranty]
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 	 Nilight 3PCS 60 Inch Bed Light Strip 270 LED with On/Off Switch Blade Fuse Splitter Extension Cable... 	  3,856 Reviews	 $32.39	 CHECK LAST PRICE
	2	  [image: SINGARO Car Cup Coaster, 4PCS Universal Non-Slip Cup Holders Embedded in Ornaments Coaster, Car Interior Accessories, Gray]
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 	 SINGARO Car Cup Coaster, 4PCS Universal Non-Slip Cup Holders Embedded in Ornaments Coaster, Car... 	  1,444 Reviews	 $5.99	 CHECK LAST PRICE
	3	  [image: Highly Elastic Cargo Net, Simple Truck Bed Cargo Mesh Organizer, Suitable for Daily Light Loads of Trucks, 4'x4' Stretches to 7'x7' (Single Layer)]


[image: Highly Elastic Cargo Net, Simple Truck Bed Cargo Mesh Organizer, Suitable for Daily Light Loads of Trucks, 4'x4' Stretches to 7'x7' (Single Layer)]
 	 Highly Elastic Cargo Net, Simple Truck Bed Cargo Mesh Organizer, Suitable for Daily Light Loads of... 	 No ratings yet	 $29.74	 CHECK LAST PRICE


Installing cheap truck accessories is easy even without professional help. With the right tools and skills, simple ways can change a truck or a car.
Many of the best truck accessories one can buy in a brick-and-mortar store, or even online. This way, we do not have to spend so much and go from shop to shop to be able to buy these stuff. Before committing to buying the accessory, take a gander at auto truck accessories reviews, videos or articles.
Read on for a list of the best truck accessories to buy online and enjoy your truck more.
LAST TRUCK ACCESSORIES REVIEWS:
	🛠️ SWING CASE TOOLBOX FULL PRODUCT GUIDE & REVIEW
	🔥 BEST FORD RANGER RIMS: GIVE YOUR PICKUP TRUCK A NEW LOOK AND BOOST THE DRIVING EXPERIENCE
	🏕 BEST CHEVY AVALANCHE TENT FOR YOUR TRUCK | COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW & MOST COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS
	🏅 AVALANCHE BED COVERS REVIEW AND ACCESSORIES LIST | THE BEST OF ALL TIME PRODUCTS
	💡 TOP 8 WHEEL WELL LIGHTS FOR THE MONEY

Truck Bed Storage Boxes – Best Buy Truck Accessories
Trucks sport many hidden or open storage spaces. Soiled tools and equipment, or ones needed most of the time need not be stored inside! Would not it be better if tools or equipment are within easy reach? This is where external storage compartments are an advantage.
Benefits of Wheel Well Tool Boxes:
	More Storage Space
	Mountable without removing covers
	Storage for dirty tools and equipment outside the cab
	Clean and unspoiled interior

Presented below are automotive truck accessories used for that purpose.
Undercover SwingCase Truck Bed Storage Box
This is a secured storage bin for pickups. It is mounted at the rear of the truck bed making use space between the wheel well and the tail gate. A unique feature of this cheap truck accessory is that it swings out of the truck bed for easy access. Tools are reachable without going up the truck bed. Easy-peasy, right? In the UnderCover website Carl C., who owns a 2011 GMC Sierra wrote:
“Easy Install with clear instructions. It holds all I need and still has room to spare… Great product.”

[image: UnderCOver SwingCase SC100D for Chevrolet and GMC]
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UnderCover SwingCase SC100D for Chevrolet and GMC
	#	Preview	Product	Rating	Price	
	1	  [image: UnderCover SwingCase Truck Bed Storage Box | SC203P | Fits 2015 - 2020 Ford F-150 Passenger Side , Black]
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 	 UnderCover SwingCase Truck Bed Storage Box | SC203P | Fits 2015 - 2020 Ford F-150 Passenger Side ,... 	 No ratings yet	 $219.00	 CHECK LAST PRICE
	2	  [image: UnderCover SwingCase Truck Bed Storage Box | SC404D | Fits 2022 - 2023 Toyota Tundra (w/o trail edition boxes) Drivers Side , Black]
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 	 UnderCover SwingCase Truck Bed Storage Box | SC404D | Fits 2022 - 2023 Toyota Tundra (w/o trail... 	 No ratings yet	 $239.99	 CHECK LAST PRICE
	3	  [image: UnderCover SwingCase Truck Bed Storage Box | SC104D | Fits 2019 - 2023 Chevy/GMC Silverado/Sierra 1500 Drivers Side]
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 	 UnderCover SwingCase Truck Bed Storage Box | SC104D | Fits 2019 - 2023 Chevy/GMC Silverado/Sierra... 	 No ratings yet	 $239.99	 CHECK LAST PRICE


The SwingCase can is installable even if the truck has bed covers or a tailgate assist. Whether the cover is of the soft, hard, folding, or rolling variant, there should be no problem. This is one of the best truck accessories because it can be operated onehandedly. It swings out because of the generous clearance from the truck’s bed. It can hold up to 75 lbs., while keeping the items secured and protected from the weather. It is made of plastic and there is a provided tray for small items.
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UnderCover SwingCase SC200D
Dee Zee Tool Box Red Label Utility Chest
[image: Dee Zee DZ8546B Red Label Utility Chest]
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Dee Zee DZ8546B Red Label Utility Chest
Place this chest inside the truck bed and it will fit even under a cover! Users reviews state that the accessory can fit in the truck bed of a 2015 Chevrolet Sierra, or even on a 2004 Ford F-150. Aluminum is the primary material used for the chest. It is also powder coated to make it more durable. It has Stainless Steel Latches to secure its contents. Side handles makes carrying it anywhere an easy job. It also comes with trays to organize things, tools, and items that are almost always needed. The chest has gas shocks on either sides of the lid which hold it on an upright position.
For a complete list of compatible vehicles with this product or any other auto & truck accessories, go over to DeeZee’s website. The company’s website offers lots of products for your trucks. A Dee Zee Utility chest coupled with a Dee Zee Tailgate Assist will make truckin’ a lot easier.
The comparison table below will help in deciding what type of storage is the best auto and truck accessories option. For securing small items, get the Undercover SwingCase Truck Bed Storage Box. But for securing bigger tools, get the Dee Zee Tool Box Red Label Utility Chest. But better yet, why not buy a combination of all.
UnderCover SwingCase vs Dee Zee Utility Chest
		UnderCover SwingCase Truck Bed Storage Box – SC200D (Driver’s Side)	UnderCover SwingCase Truck Bed Storage Box – SC100D (Driver’s Side)	Dee Zee DZ8546B 46″ Red Label Utility Chest
	Compatibility: 	1999 to 2016 Ford F-250 and Ford F-350 Super Duty	2020 to 2023 Chevrolet Silverado / GMC Sierra HD 2500 or 3500	Fits most trucks from 1966 to present. Head over to website for a complete list.
	Dimensions: 	16 x 8.5 X 34 inches	16 x 8.5 X 34 inches	46.5 X 19 X 17 inches
	Materials: 	Plastic	Plastic	Aluminum (Gloss Black Finish)
	Item Weight: 	16 pounds	20 pounds	41.2 pounds
	Pros: 		Truck bed Cover Compatible
	Swings 180 degrees
	Can be easily latched and unlatched
	Has a 1 year guarantee
	Customer Support Team
	Easy Installation
	Provision for padlock
	Covers the attachment screws when latched

		Truck bed Cover Compatible
	Swings 180 degrees
	Can be easily latched and unlatched
	Has a 1 year guarantee
	Customer Support Team
	Easy Installation
	Provision for padlock
	Covers the attachment screws when latched

		Made of Brite-Tread Aluminum
	Powder Coated Glossy Black
	Paddle Handles on both sides for easy transport
	Can be installed with Truck Bed cover
	Equipped with a Lid Stiffener
	can withstand years of abuse
	Box body is made of a single piece of aluminum for added rigidity


	Cons: 		Need to cut out portion of the bedliner so it can be flush-mounted
	75 lbs weight limit
	Made of Plastic

		75 lbs weight limit
	Made of Plastic
	Possible cracks

		Possible water/moisture leakage
	Some dents on the material


	Verdict: 	Best for Ford F-250 and F-350 Super Duty models from 1999 to 2016. Made of durable materials, User friendly, can be easily accessed. Easy Installation process. For small and light weight items.	Best for 2020 to 2023 model year Chevrolet Silverado / GMC Sierra HD 2500 or 3500. Made of durable materials, User friendly, can be easily accessed. Easy Installation process. For small and light weight items.	Fits most trucks built from 1966. Made of Aluminum, USer friendly, has 2 side latches for carrying. Can be used under a truck bed with cover. Secured compartment for bigger tools.

Wheel Well Tool Box FAQs
Q: What are Wheel Well Tool Boxes?
A: These kinds of compartments are installed outside of the cab of a truck. They are usually made of plastic or aluminum that can withstand a lot of normal abuse. They are usually placed on the open areas of the truck bed and sometimes even make use of areas which are not even used.
Q: What are the advantages of having an External Storage Compartment?
A: Major advantages of having installed one is additional secured storage bins. They also allow for easy access of the most used tools. With these truck accessories, the interior of the truck will not get spoiled by dirty tools.
Q: Are Wheel Well Tool Boxes easy to install?
A: Per checking with the official websites (undercoverinfo.com and Red Label Portable Utility Chests – Black – Dee Zee) of the manufacturers, these storage bins are very easy to install. All that are needed are the available tools some elbow grease. No other autotruck accessories are easier to install.
Q. How can we buy them?
A: Buying them is easy. The good thing is, a truck owner does not need to go to a brick and mortar retail store because these are already available online. Just type auto accessories.com, or truck accessories USA and all websites catering to these products will pop up on the screen. We have already provided a link in the comparison tables above for easier shopping.
Q: Can Wheel Well Tool Box fit my truck?
A: These products are compatible with most trucks, though it is wise to check on the model first before buying storage. We have included in the comparison table the truck models which will fit the product. These truck accessories will fit most trucks in the USA, however, take into account that these were not made to be Chevy Avalanche bed accessories. This model already has it’s own storage compartment by its bed. The manufacturer’s websites also offer a list of trucks and vehicles that are a good match for these auto and truck accessories.
Wheel Well Guards – Best Cheap Truck Accessories
Trucks are meant for utility; their purpose is to make lives easy. They help transport or haul various products that can fit in their beds. Trucks are subjected to rough conditions, rain-soaked dirt roads, gravel paths, and cratered asphalt. Imagine what these can do to the exposed parts of trucks, because tires throw in many things on their wheel wells. Wheel Well Guards are inexpensive truck accessories that can protect vehicle investments.
Benefits of Wheel Well Guards
	Protection for truck components
	Protection against salt, rocks, and debris
	Easier maintenance
	Corrosion prevention

[image: Husky Liner Wheel Well Guard for Ford F-150]
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Husky Liner Wheel Well Guard for Ford F-150
[image: Husky Liners for Trucks]
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Husky Liners for Trucks
[image: Husky Liner Wheel Well Guard Chevrolet Silverado]
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Husky Liner Wheel Well Guard Chevrolet Silverado
	#	Preview	Product	Rating	Price	
	1	  [image: Shynerk Baby Car Mirror, Safety Car Seat Mirror for Rear Facing Infant with Wide Crystal Clear View, Shatterproof, Fully Assembled, Crash Tested and Certified]


[image: Shynerk Baby Car Mirror, Safety Car Seat Mirror for Rear Facing Infant with Wide Crystal Clear View, Shatterproof, Fully Assembled, Crash Tested and Certified]
 	 Shynerk Baby Car Mirror, Safety Car Seat Mirror for Rear Facing Infant with Wide Crystal Clear View,... 	 No ratings yet	 $17.45	 CHECK LAST PRICE
	2	  [image: Kitchy Pizza Cutter Wheel with Protective Blade Cover, Ergonomic Pizza Slicer (Green)]
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 	 Kitchy Pizza Cutter Wheel with Protective Blade Cover, Ergonomic Pizza Slicer (Green) 	 No ratings yet	 $6.21	 CHECK LAST PRICE
	3	  [image: KitchenAid Classic Pizza Wheel with Sharp Blade For Cutting Through Crusts, Pies and More, Built In Finger Guard for Safety and Comfort Grip to Protect Fingers, Dishwasher Safe, 9-Inch, Black]


[image: KitchenAid Classic Pizza Wheel with Sharp Blade For Cutting Through Crusts, Pies and More, Built In Finger Guard for Safety and Comfort Grip to Protect Fingers, Dishwasher Safe, 9-Inch, Black]
 	 KitchenAid Classic Pizza Wheel with Sharp Blade For Cutting Through Crusts, Pies and More, Built In... 	 No ratings yet	 $5.99	 CHECK LAST PRICE


Wheel Well Guards minimize or even eliminate all these damages. They are made of impact resistant materials. They protect against dings and scrapes from hardened soil, rocks, salt, road debris, and all that which can be thrown into wheel wells. This type of truck and SUV accessory is designed for easy installation. Cleaning is also very easy, any dirt that has accumulated is hosed down with ease. A customer named TC gave them a good review, he wrote:
“The fit was good and for the price these are a good buy. The hole patterns line up well once the liner is worked into place. I needed to give one push from underneath the vehicle (on each liner).”

Thus, for a sleeker looking ride, this truck and SUV accessory is one of the best in the market.
So read on and take a look at the table below, be free and drive worries away in the wilds, and click on the provided links.
Husky Rear Wheel Well Guards for Trucks Comparison
		Husky Liners 79121	Husky Liners 79061
	Compatibility:	2015 to 2019 Ford F-150 (excluding Raptor)	2019 Chevrolet Silverado 1500
	Dimensions: 	37 x 24 x 12 inches	36.5 x 14 x 24.75 inches
	Materials: 	Thermoplastic	Thermoplastic
	Item Weight: 	10 Pounds	11 pounds
	Pros: 		Protects Wheel Well
	Protects the suspension
	Made from durable materials
	Impact resistant
	Easy Installation
	Very Easy to Clean

		Protects Wheel Well
	Protects the truck suspension
	Made from durable materials
	Impact resistant
	Easy Installation
	Very Easy to Clean
	Comes with screws and fasteners


	Cons: 		Front most hole may not align
	Issues on 2015 and 2016 F-150s

		This will only fit the 2019 Chevrolet Silverado 1500
	Possible Fit issues


	Verdict: 	Will Fit most 2015 to 2019 Ford F-150 variants except for the Raptor. Made of impact resistant materials. Can be easily installed. Very easy to clean.	Only fits the 2019 Chevrolet Silverado 1500, Made of impact resistant materials. Can be easily installed. Very easy to clean.

Wheel Well Guards FAQs:
Q: What are Wheel Well Guards?
A: Wheel well guards, or wheel well covers are installed for protection from elements. They are manufactured specific to each car make and model. These auto truck accessories are easy to maintain and clean thus enhancing the appearance of any truck.
Q: What are the advantages of having Wheel Well Guards?
A: The truck and SUV accessory such as Wheel Well Guard protects the rear wheel wells from all the junk that is thrown under trucks. They provide protection and covers the exposed portions of the wheels well from all the damages that can be caused by salt, debris, and mud. As an added bonus, wheel well covers very much improve the appearance of the trucks by covering all the metal and mechanicals in the rear wheel wells.
Q: Are they easy to install?
A: It is best to buy truck accessories online that are easy to install such as wheel well guards. All that are needed are a few tools because all the necessary parts are included. To install, it is best to remove the wheels first for a much easier process.
Q. Would they last?
A: They are made of high grade thermoplastic, a very versatile material with various applications in many different industries. They are resistant to impacts and most importantly, non-toxic. Safe even for pets.
Q: Can they fit my truck?
A: These auto and truck accessories are so functional, they have made versions for most trucks and SUVs. Visit the company’s website for more information.
NEON And LED Wheel Well Lights – Best Buy Auto Truck Accessories
A simple way of dressing up a ride is through the installation of LED and Neon Lights. Install these at the underside vehicles, behind the grills, or at the wheel wells. There is no need to go ballistic on expenses; go online, type buy auto accessories, auto accessories com, or online truck accessories LED lights and lots of choices will appear. You can also type buy auto truck accessories reviews LED lights to be more specific. However, we already researched it. See our car truck accessory review in the following table and see what is best, links to the products are included.
Lights behind the wheel wells and wheel well covers give the illusion of a car cruising on the roads with power flowing through the four wheels in various colors. Control the light show with an app on a smartphone or the included remote. These auto truck accessories will give any vehicle a new personality every day! Now imagine a campsite, with the Chevy Avalanche Tent up, and the avalanche bed covers retracted. All is dark, save for the light from the stars and the LED lights glowing from your truck.
Benefits of LED and Neon Wheel Well Lights
	They help project a different personality or character anytime.
	They can help locate a vehicle even at a distance.
	Enhance the look of the car or truck by illuminating the underbelly or the wheel well.

OPT7 Aura Wheel Well RGB LED Kit
[image: Opt 7 Aura 3 into 1 LED Strips Sound Sync]
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Opt 7 Aura 3 into 1 LED Strips Sound Sync
This LED Kit comes with a remote control. It can be fitted on any car or truck. It runs on 12 volts of power and is waterproof, thus no issues with the supply of electricity. The kit comes in with 4 24” light strips, equivalent to 2 feet of LED lights, enough to illuminate wheel wells or wheel well covers of most cars and trucks. It is easy to start a light show anytime and anywhere and in any weather. It offers 16 jazzy colors with 4 light effects. An reviewer named Keith W wrote:
“I bought these without prior use of these kinds of lights but I soon fell in love with them. They are very easy to install and are super bright. The remote offers a variety of options. My favorite is “bounce to music” I am very pleased with my purchase of these. I will be getting more products from this brand.”

Certainly one reason to go online to buy truck accessories.
RGB LED Rock Lights
[image: RGB LED Rock Lights]
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RGB LED Rock Lights
These auto accessories are sold under the brand name Ychow-Tech. These have 4 pods offering 16 million colors and various light settings. The main difference compared with the OPT7 is that these are controlled through an App and Bluetooth connection. The downloadable App is compatible with iOS 7 and up and Android 4.3 and above. One can get the App by scanning the QR code in the instructions manual.  These automotive accessories are easy to install in most vehicles. They come with installation kits. These are rated IP68, which means they are waterproof and dust proof.
So put on some lights now and check the table below:
OPT7 Aura vs RGB LED Rock Wheel Well Lights Comparison
		OPT7 Aura Wheel Well RGB LED Kit with Wireless Remote	RGB LED Rock Lights by Ychow-Tech
	Compatibility: 	Most Cars or Trucks or Vehicles	Most Cars or Trucks or Vehicles
	Materials: 	Thermoplastic	Aluminum
	Voltage: 	10 Pounds	12 volts
	Pros: 		Easily installed
	Emits 300% more light
	Consist of four 24” long waterproof LED strips
	They have their own remote
	Customized color combinations
	Has SoundSync which syncs the lights with music
	Rated to last more than 50,000 hours
	Kit ships with own screwdriver
	Powered thru the included cigarette power adapter or thru custom installation

		Can be installed easily
	Light dances with music
	Controlled by an App, compatible with iOS 7 up and Android 4.3 and above
	Controlled thru bluetooth
	IP68 grade water proofing, and dust proofing
	Customer Service is easy to reach
	Cool factor
	Product lifetime is over 50,000 hours
	Light pods, not light strips
	Easier to Handle than strips


	Cons: 		LED connectors not waterproof
	Seal for LED connectors not included
	Stick-on issues

		Might need additional wire extensions depending on the car or truck
	Bluetooth range is somewhat not great


	Verdict: 	These can be used on almost all types of vehicles. They can be easily installed. The Kit has all the needed parts for installation.	Can be installed in almost all types of vehicles. They are waterproof and dustproof with IP68 rating. Lifetime is more than 50,000 hours. Controlled by an App thru bluetooth. They are light pods which make them easier to handle.

Wheel Well Lights FAQ
Q: What are Accent Lights?
A: These light kits are mostly LED in construction and are installed usually behind the grills or bumpers and under wheel wells of cars or trucks. When turned on, they add character to the car or truck itself, almost instantaneously changing its personality. Any other car truck accessories will be overwhelmed by these magnificent lights.
Q: Are Wheel Well Lights easy to install?
A: These lights are easy to install and come with all the parts necessary for proper installation. They also need no other power source except the cars existing system. A screwdriver is included in the OPT7 package.
Q. Would Wheel Well Lights last?
A: There are two types of these car and truck accessories, one is made of LED Strip and the other one is a LED Pod. Both are made with all weather conditions taken into consideration. They are water proof and dust proof.
Q: Can Well Lights fit in my truck?
A: These LED light accessories fit most types of cars and trucks. They can be fitted on the mighty Chevy Avalanche, and can also be mounted as Infiniti QX56 accessories.
Q: How much Wheel Well Lights cost?
A: These accessories are not costly, they start at $48 per set. Excluding shipping fees and installation fees. One of the least expensive accessories in the customization market nowadays.
Truck Tailgate Locks and Handles
One of the most used parts of a truck is the door tailgate door handle. This mechanism is abused a lot due to the loading and unloading of cargo in the truck bed.
Thus it is best to get on to the problem before it gets worst. Change the handle and the lock mechanism when it shows signs of wear and tear. A handle and lock mechanism that works, coupled with a tailgate assist, also means a secured, intact cargo when needed. A Chevrolet Avalanche, for instance, attracts a lot of attention and is a viable target for theft. A truck tailgate lock mechanism coupled with a bed cover can discourage this.
Benefits of a Truck Tailgate Locks
	Locks offer extra protection especially when paired with a bed covering
	They discourage theft thus minimizing unwanted damage to the tailgate
	Secured Cargo
	Less worry even if the truck is left unattended

Bolt 5922987 for Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra
[image: Bolt 5922987 for Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra]
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This lock fits like a factory part. It is made of stainless steel and looks a lot like an OEM. Some reviewers say that it only takes 10 to 15 minutes to install the handle and the lock. An owner of a 2009 Chevrolet Silverado 2500 HD said:
“Amazed at this tailgate lock. Fits perfect and exact replica of GM OEM Parts…”

Bully Rear Trunk Tailgate Lock Door Handle Replacement
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Bully LH-007WD Replacement Tailgate Lock and Door Handle for 2002-08 Dodge RAM 1500 & 2003-09 Dodge RAM 2500 3500
This lock is manufactured by Pilot Automotive. Made of plastic and metal for the lock make it a lot more durable for everyday use. There is no need to cut or drill anything as it fits like an original part. 
Pop and Lock Manual Tailgate Lock
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Pop & Lock Manual Tailgate Lock 1999 to 2007 Chevy Silverado
This lock is made for the Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra, both mighty trucks. The products install unto the existing handle, it does, however, replace the built-in bolt. It is easy to install with no drilling and cutting needed. 
One does not have to be a professional to install these cheap truck accessories, even only on one’s free time. These handles and lock mechanisms are now available online through Amazon.com. To replace the handle and get a truck tailgate lock mechanism, refer to the following table:
Tailgate Handles and Lock Mechanisms
		Bolt Original factory tailgate Handle for Silverado and Sierra Lock Cylinder
	Bully Rear Trunk Tailgate Lock Door Handle Replacement (Pilot Automotive)	Pop and Lock Manual Tailgate Lock for Chevrolet and GMC Sierra (Classic)
	Compatibility: 	2007 to 2013 Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra, 2007 to 2014 Chevrolet Silverado HD and GMC Sierra HD	Fits 2002 to 2008 Dodge RAM 1500 and 2003 to 2009 Dodge RAM 2500 and 3500	Fits 1999 to 2007 Chevy Silverado and 1999 to 2007 GMC Sierra Classic
	Dimensions: 	5.13 X 2.75 X 5.75 inches	10.5 X 6.5 X 3.25 inches	7 X 6 X 2.25 inches
	Materials: 	Polished Stainless Steel	Plastic	Metal
	Color: 	Black	Black	Black
	Manufacturer Part Number: 	5922987	LH-007WD	PL1100
	Pros: 		Use your own ignition key. The Bolt Lock mechanism permanently saves the key code.
	Use factory bolts for installation.
	Easy to install.
	Fits like an OEM.
	Reviewers easily installed the lock within 10 to 15 minutes.

		Easy install.
	No need to cut or drill anything.
	High Impact Plastic but mechanisms are metal.
	Can be installed on trucks with covers.
	OEM look truck tailgate lock.
	Fits like original parts.

		Made of Metal
	Can be easily installed and mounted without the need to drill.
	Unique Raised Lock design for ease of use.
	Coated with UV resistant material to prevent color fading.
	Comes with own keys and other parts needed for mounting.


	Cons: 		Need to remove tailgate liner to install
	Some instances of unlcoking with other keys

		Only comes in Black
	Some report that the supplied key is thin and can be twisted

		Some issues on being opened even when locked


	Verdict: 	Best for Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierras with the aforementioned model years. Also fits HD or heavy Duity versions of the said trucks. The product is a good replacement for the original tailgate handle but this time it adds a security feature with its built in locking mechanism.	Best for the 2002 to 2008 Dodge RAM 1500 and can also fit the 2003 to 2009 Dodge RAM 2500 and 3500. Can replace the original with an OEM look. It is only made of plastic though but the lock mechanisms are made of metal.	Fits Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra Classic model years 1999 to 2007. Product is made of metal and can be easily installed. This lock comes with its own keys. It has a unique raised lock design for easy access.

Tailgate Lock FAQs
Q: What are Truck Tailgate Locks?
A: These lock accessories are the best. They provide better security when paired with bed covers of any kind. They deter possible thefts and damages. They were made to fit like the original materials.
Q: Are they simple to install?
A: The Installation process ranges from 5 minutes to 15 minutes only. All materials needed are included in the package. orders for needed parts. They can be installed with existing the tools and the simple skills. The only accessories that may be easier to install than these car truck accessories are bumper stickers.
Q. Would Tailgate Locks last?
A: They can withstand the usual abuse accorded to handles and truck tailgate locks. These mechanisms are made with high-quality plastics and metals.
Q: Can they fit my truck?
A: The products presented were designed for the Chevy Silverado, GMC Sierras, and Dodge Rams. Although the manufacturers have specific products designed for most types of trucks. What is important is they are made to fit as original parts. The manufacturers’ websites offer a great number of automotive accessories for tailgate handles and locks that fit most models.
Q: How much do they cost?
A: These accessories start at just $26, and are easy to install so that would free you of the costs of installation. Cheap truck accessories are just a click away. On a related note, check on a Tailgate Assist, a cheap truck accessory for smooth opening and closing of a tailgate.
Conclusion
Buying auto and truck accessories such as a Chevy Avalanche Tent, Avalanche bed covers, chrome accessories for trucks can be done online. Whether you are shopping for a storage unit, lockable tailgate handles, wheel well guards, or add color to your rides, we got you covered. Tables and product comparisons as well as links to where you can buy the car and truck accessories have been presented.
These automotive truck accessories products were curated with you in mind. Whatever you have in mind, or whether you are looking for auto truck accessories reviews online, we have your back. These were chosen for ease of installation and for the specific purposes that they serve. They were selected to make trucking and driving easier and enjoy life as it should be.
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   Roll-N-Lock E-Series Retractable Truck Bed Tonneau Cover | RC221E | Fits 2014 - 2018, 2019 Ltd/Lgcy Chevy/GMC Silverado/Sierra 6' 7" Bed (78.8")  

 $2,699.99
 CHECK LAST PRICE
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 $1,799.99
 CHECK LAST PRICE
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   Smittybilt Overlander Roof Top Tent - 2783 

 $961.61
 CHECK LAST PRICE
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Best Wheel Tool Boxes Product – Editor`s Choice
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   YCHOW-TECH 10FT 4Pin Extension Cable Cord Wire for 4 & 6 & 8 Pods RGB Multicolor LED Rock Lights Kits  

 $10.44
 CHECK LAST PRICE



About Us
Our online magazine AUTO TRUCK ACCESSORIES is dedicated to pickup trucks and SUVs. We research and review a variety of accessories and the most popular spare parts for all pickup truck models on the market.
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AUTO TRUCK ACCESSORIES is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon.com.
AUTO-TRUCK-ACCESSORIES.com 2021. All right reserved.
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